
 
Your vision for the digital future of the Arab
region

 

1/9 start digital and stay
digitalisation is a chance to stay in your place and
country

Target group

Change makers, Public figures and influencers, and Public sector
officials

Observation

I know from a young moroccan friend , who comes to Germany
some years ago, that he had no perspective in his region and
country. First he was born in a rural poor region in South Marocco,
having no chance to a good education and no job, then went to big
city Agadir, working as artist for tourist attraction. As he got to
know german tourists and was invited to go to Germany with
tourist visum, which was not easy to have, he took the chance to
marry for unlimited stay.

Conclusion

Further he works for his living, only getting this unsocial "worker
jobs" and living in Germany in poverty line, but better than in his
country... So digitalisation is needed in education sector, to have
an access to education in any region, with a better education,
more job offer and digitalisation will extend the different fields of
jobs, even in rural regions.

Solution

so there are digital platforms needed, where you can achieve a graduation,
in your region and platforms with job offers and business, even in rural
regions. There is a wide field, but it needs all kind of digitalisations. If the
young people have a perspective, they can stay in their homes, and be not
forced to go to big cities or even Europe. Because no one leaves voluntarily
his home, always depend on political and social problems, and...that
should be solved ! no more character left here ;)
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Your vision for the digital future of the Arab
region

 

2/9 start digital and stay
digitalisation is a chance to stay in your place and country

 

Key Problem

internal migration of young people to cities, not being prepared to it, and then external
migration to Europe, where they evaluated as econmic refugees, with no right to stay
and forced to return.
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3/9 start digital and stay
digitalisation is a chance to stay in your place and country

 

Which field and which area?

North Africa, no education and no jobs- cause unemployment and migration
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4/9 start digital and stay
digitalisation is a chance to stay in your place and country

Effects of the problem

the migration from home will not change, and end up in poverty in Africa and Europe.

Big cities in Africa are not able to provide a better life , being unprepared to big mass of migrants
and enforces social problems.

The young people have no perspective, when they stay.
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5/9 start digital and stay
digitalisation is a chance to stay in your place and country

 

Solution

digital access to platforms for education and platforms to new job offers for all regions,
especially rural and far city regions

starting with the education is the big point and end up with a graduation, diploma for
more job perspective to earn for subsistence.

here some projects:

https://www.uni-siegen.de/start/news/forschungsnews/779233.html

http://www.volunteermorocco.org/computer-literarcy/
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6/9 start digital and stay
digitalisation is a chance to stay in your place and country

 

Additional Slide - 1

another Teaser
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7/9 start digital and stay
digitalisation is a chance to stay in your place and country

 

Additional Slide - 2

the acquired skills should be proved and end up in a graduation, diploma. For a better
perspective in jobs.
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8/9 start digital and stay
digitalisation is a chance to stay in your place and country

 

Additional Slide - 3

one big sector that digitalisation offers in agriculture is digital farming, to be efficient in
the rural regions, with big potential to stay in your home.
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9/9 start digital and stay
digitalisation is a chance to stay in your place and country

 
Creative's profile

lemo
architect, building expert

Creative's top 5 skills

Architecture, Graphic Design, Product Design, Interior Design

PRO

Third party materials used

https://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/photos/780x439/2017/feb/egypt-first-youth-
competition.jpg

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/2/21/USB_logo.svg/1200px-
USB_logo.svg.png

https://www.liportal.de/fileadmin/_processed_/csm_Marokko_Demo_Chomeurs_klein_7d42c52fdc.jpg

https://www.zdf.de/assets/slum-in-casablanca-100~384x216?cb=1502803412544.jpg

https://www.zdf.de/kinder/logo/marokko-102.html

https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article176937981/Hohe-Jugendarbeitslosigkeit-Afrika-
waechst-zu-langsam-um-Migration-zu-stoppen.html

https://www.uni-siegen.de/start/news/forschungsnews/779233.html

https://www.volunteermorocco.org/computer-literarcy

https://image.freepik.com/vektoren-kostenlos/computer-hintergrund-artikel-lernen_23-
2147599083.jpg

https://media.istockphoto.com/vectors/refugee-family-image-illustration-vector-
id491377748

https://image.freepik.com/free-vector/teacher-and-students-smartphone-learning-online-
education_24908-18125.jpg

https://www.rexx-systems.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/elearning.jpg

https://webapi.project-syndicate.org/library/62971a03caf92cbd6601af3298a71949.jpg
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